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Excerpt: 
 

And if you are trying to put pieces of a puzzle together and you 

don’t have the picture on the box, you are not going to get too far, 

because the picture on the box gives you the concept of what the 

pieces are about, and you will know where the pieces will fit to 

bring out that picture.  That is why the Prophet said, “If I am 

looking at something today, I must go back in the Old Testament 

and find that, and then look in the New Testament, which is the 

reality of the shadow, and see if the shadow is matching the reality 

or what is claiming to be the reality of the shadow.”  Is this and all 

correct?  
So what I have begun to understand, many times we approach 

something like this—and how many of these great learned people 

were saying last year, everything was going to crash.  They were 

giving dates and all because they are doing it from a human 

standpoint.  They don’t have the God factor in it.  They do not 

know where certain things are placed – what is before and what is 

after.  And so we know not one bomb can fall, if we are here, to 

destroy us and make God’s plan for His Bride incomplete.  We 

know certain things are going to happen after we leave.  Now they 

don’t know these things; so many times they are trying to bring 

things here and here by the human mind.   
A believer, who has the opening of the Seven Seals; that cannot 

filter his thinking, that kind of understanding from men in the 

world.  That would muddle back up his thinking.  The opening of 

the Seven Seals came to separate man’s thoughts, man’s influence 

from God’s influence; came to bring us to know our Age, because 

remember Rome has prophecies. Israel has their own prophecies.  

Russia has their own prophecies.  (Page 7) 
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Surely around here, 
The Throne comes down. 
Surely around here, 

The Door to Heaven is found. 
And we know we’re standing on holy ground, 

He’s here, He’s all around. 

Praise His wonderful Name.  Certainly appreciate the fine 

atmosphere that has been created.  You know when we attempt to 

approach something like this, you want to be in the right frame of 

mind because the type of thoughts we desire to express you must 

have powers of concentration, and it helps if you have the 

necessary background; because to grasp and understand anything 

you must have some idea of what your subject is.  And it’s nothing 

strange.  It is things we hear from day to day, but revelation is 

another dimension – the opening of the Word, the opening of our 

understanding.   
When their eyes were opened; this is when faith comes.  This is 

not just—faith comes by understanding.  He said that hear means 

to understand because anybody with auditory powers will hear, but 

then they are not really understanding.  But when the Holy Spirit—

because revelation could only come by the Holy Ghost; and that 

would mean some contact with us and the Angel of God, the Holy 

Spirit, and that will depend on a desire a person has to know, to 

want to know, to be interested in the symphony; to get in the spirit 

of the Director and the spirit of the Composer.  Then the Sheet 

Music becomes real.  Then you enter into the drama and it’s not 

just CNN and BBC, you know, Fox News and RT [Russia Today –
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Ed.] and you know – So it becomes clear what you are looking at; 

whether it is the Bride.   
We see people say, “They are in the Message.  I wonder what 

they believe.  I wonder how long they are in the Message.”  You 

can look at people and don’t see the Bride, yet it is the Bride you 

are looking at.  They looked at Jesus and they didn’t see Him.  

“Isn’t this Joseph and Mary’s son?”   

It’s not looking; it’s those who desire to know, “We know when 

Messiah comes He will do these things.”  She was looking.  They 

were expecting this.  “We have found the Messiah of Whom 

Moses did speak of in the Law and the Prophets.”  The woman at 

the well said, “Come and see.  Is not this the Christ?”  People who 

were looking for something, who knew it’s a promise, who were 

interested; who knew its relevance.   
So we want to approach this in a way that we can grasp the laws 

of faith in the things we want to share, because the end result of it 

is that it might increase our faith and bring greater perception in 

the things that God is doing with us.   

For years God was dealing with me and I didn’t know, in the 

measure and the capacity, what was being given to me.  Because 

the church was on some planks of wood and newspapers; steel 

drum for a pulpit, under the house of a brother.  It didn’t look like 

a church.  We came from the world.  We didn’t look like any 

Bride.  But today, when I look back at little things that were 

happening there – because during that time, you had a kind of 

inferiority complex maybe.  When you heard of great men who 

walked with the Prophet, you wanted to meet them.  When we 

heard about Sabino Canyon, we would have liked to go there, yet 

that God Who was there was with us and we didn’t fully 

understand.   
Like the men on the road to Emmaus, He was walking with 

them, talking things with them, conversation; yet He was giving 

them more revelation than people in the world could receive at that 

time.  Because it was for them He opened the Scriptures and 

opened their understanding – Luke 24.  That was our experience.  

Today, when we look back with hindsight, all those things were 

the Bible.  

 It’s different now when you go around the world.  It’s different 

now when you see what you have been saying for so many years 
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have awakened people around the world.  It was the same little 

Truth in the cane field: I went in the cane field to pray; went up the 

hill, in the guava patch to pray.   
God could give you a revelation of water baptism in a plane; by 

yourself in your bedroom, reading a message in your lunch hour, 

and the world does not know water baptism in the Name of the 

Lord Jesus Christ.  You don’t know what you have.  You don’t 

know people around the world need what you just got there.  This 

is how these things are.   
This is what alarmed the Prophet when the Seals were being 

opened.  He said, “Here was a lily pond.  The church started with a 

dirt floor.”  He said, “The critics said it would be turned to a 

garage in a few months.”  He said, “We thought something like 

this would have been revealed in the Vatican.”  He had no 

education.  He went out to preach, started a worldwide healing 

revival with patches in his shirt and his jacket; preaching in the 

service, trying to hide the patch.   

It is so simple and this is where most people have failed to 

understand the things.  It was when he looked back by hindsight 

and started to connect the dots in his life – what God did, he 

realized that shook the earth.  Until God gave him a vision, he saw 

a Bride from all nations coming marching, so he could die in peace 

knowing the Message of the Wounded Dove got home, because 

God was going to put him to sleep and the great, big ministry; the 

tent, in the aeroplane, and the three hundred thousand people in 

Africa; he wouldn’t see these things.   

What is the difference between that and when God said, 

“Daniel, fall to sleep in your lot”?  People are leaving the Message 

in great droves; yes, a huge amount of people.  “Oh, Bro. Branham 

told visions that never came to pass.  This is false.  We looked for 

it and it didn’t happen.”  “Daniel, it’s not for your time, Daniel.  

Fall asleep.”  He was crying for understanding.  He was looking 

for it to happen.  This is for many days.  Leave that alone.”   
[Bro. Vin addresses the audience –Ed.  Try not to give me too many 

amens and get excited, please.  This is a mature meeting.  We want 

to listen.  This is not our church service;]  So these are the things.  

It’s a mind-set and this is a channel.  And if we take off all our 

clothes, we move everything and we go in the guava patch, it will 
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still be the Truth.  If we go and sit down in the cane field, it will 

still be the Truth.   
This is the awareness.  We are in an age of classical things – 

television, Internet, this, but people lose sense of reality.  That’s 

why God did all those great things in the woods: speak to the 

storm, speak for the squirrel – not among church people.  It will 

cause too much fanaticism because the First and Second Pulls 

caused so much impersonation and fanaticism.  So God did it for 

him by himself in the woods; he testified of it and without 

witnesses there, people have to believe it, because when he spoke 

God backed it up and proved that that was God’s servant with 

God’s Word.  This is God’s way.  This is the Bible way.  Let us 

pray.  
Father, we bow our hearts in Your Presence.  We desire to 

capitalize upon the opportunity that will be of benefit to Your 

people in regions of the world where these great prophecies are 

being played out.  And yet we know it has direct impact upon our 

lives here, Father, because we being an energy-based economy, 

this nation is shaking under recession.  And even as we speak here, 

there is an Energy Conference taking place today in the country 

and here we are speaking of these things, Father.   

Take full and complete control.  Direct everything as You 

would have it.  May the Angel of God give skill and 

understanding.  May You unseal and make clearer the vision and 

the prophecy.  It’s been vindicated already, but this is the hour we 

need to understand.  So we ask that You would just have Your way 

among us and bless the motives and the objectives and the purpose 

of these things, that it will bring edification to Your people unto 

our preparation for our departure from this world.  In the Name of 

Jesus Christ we ask it, amen.   
God bless you.  I would like to read a Scripture before you sit.  

We can read the rest after you have your seat.  But I would want to 

read from Revelation 8:13; and I am taking for the podcast one 

subject here, “MODERN EVENTS ARE MAKING CLEAR 

THE VINDICATED PROPHECY.”  
We have had a Prophet who brought forth an End-time 

prophecy and that prophecy is coming to pass; and all these things 

that are being done on the earth are that this prophecy might be 

understood as God is fulfilling it.  And the same Angel that gave 
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Daniel the visions and came back and gave him the understanding 

when it was happening, may that same Angel give it to us because 

those things are happening in reality form now.  John and Daniel 

saw many things in symbol form.  They didn’t have the revelation 

because it was not the time.  But this is the time and God put us to 

live in this time and how we need to understand these things.   
Revelation 8, verse 13.  Revelation 8 to 11 is the Seven 

Trumpets.  The Trumpets speak of wars and political disturbance 

on the earth, and the first four Trumpets are from Revelation 8, 

verse 7 to 12.  It shows how the earth was being smitten; the earth, 

the water, the seas, the atmosphere.  And then now this verse 13 is 

put between the first four Trumpets and the last three Trumpets.  

And verse 13 says: 
 
And I beheld, and heard an angel flying through 

the midst of heaven, saying with a loud voice, Woe, 

woe, woe, to the inhabiters of the earth by reason of 

the other voices of the trumpet of the three angels, 

which are yet to sound! 

And from the Message we understand that these three woes 

have to do with World War I, World War II and World War III.  

Two have already become history.  We have had two World Wars 

and the third one is in process.  All these events in the political 

realm, in the economic realm that we are witnessing and reading 

and hearing about, the end result of that will be a third World War 

called Armageddon. 
May the Lord bless the reading of His Word!  You may have 

your seat.  These sessions, which we call Podcasts, are just to take 

a subject and sit and talk about it and discuss it because some of 

these types of topics, you can’t deal with it in a mixed audience 

where you have people of different low levels of understanding.  

And so you will have a divided kind of attention because some 

persons won’t even have a clue of what you are talking about and 

then you have to find yourself explaining, explaining, explaining.  

I won’t be trying to explain because it’s going to take too much 

time and this is designed just for a certain portion and not to really 

elaborate too much and explain everything.  
As usual, I have my own approach to things, because your 

approach could only do it the way God deals with you.  Many of 

these things are hard to understand.  Sometimes, you know, 
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brothers give me so many articles and video clips and these things 

and I am thankful for it.  I don’t get to maybe see or read ninety 

percent of it.  And that’s why I haven’t spoken on these things for 

quite a little while because I am not the type of person to read a lot 

of what plenty people are saying.  Because in my own past 

experience, I get attracted to things because God will pull me in 

that direction.   

And anything I speak, when I am finished, it must be Scriptural.  

The Scripture must open; not we get drowned in a lot of 

information from people without the New Birth, because Mysteries 

must come by Divine revelation.  A Mystery can never become 

clear without the working of the Holy Spirit.  It’s not just, as you 

say, you know, like understanding one or two Scriptures.  It must 

be a revelation that when you are finished, we are not trying to 

identify the event and say, “That is World War III going to 

happen.” 
I believe with the opening of the Seven Seals, six Seals had to 

do with things in time, and the Seventh Seal had to do with eternal 

things.  That is why under the Seventh Seal, the Lamb’s Book of 

Life is opened.  The names were put there since before the 

foundation of the world.  The attributes of God were expressed in 

each Age and there was a Word allotted for each Age.  Seven Seals 

must deal with something that started in Eternity, came down into 

time, and goes back into Eternity.   
I think sometimes where a lot of us get lost with some of these 

things, is that we see things happening and we have to depend on 

somebody’s understanding, trying to explain something without 

the Bible.  I believe those events cannot be explained without the 

Bible because if it is a fulfilment of prophecy and the explainer 

does not know the prophecy, he will misinterpret what he is seeing.   
An economist will talk about things that deal with the economy.  

But if an economist does not understand the global economy—and 

a simple thing like that, it shows us Rome.  When people take their 

eyes off of Rome, they carry you down with the Illuminati; carry 

you down with the Council of Foreign Relations; carry you down 

with the Bilderbergers Movement.  It carries you with the bankers 

and the Rothschilds.  When you are finished there, you do not 

know if you are east, west, north-east, south-east, because the man 

who studied the Council of Foreign Relations, he didn’t study the 
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Rothschilds.  The next one didn’t study Rome, so you are trying to 

tie all these global things together.  
And if you are trying to put pieces of a puzzle together and you 

don’t have the picture on the box, you are not going to get too far, 

because the picture on the box gives you the concept of what the 

pieces are about, and you will know where the pieces will fit to 

bring out that picture.  That is why the Prophet said, “If I am 

looking at something today, I must go back in the Old Testament 

and find that, and then look in the New Testament, which is the 

reality of the shadow, and see if the shadow is matching the reality 

or what is claiming to be the reality of the shadow.”  Is this also 

correct?  

So what I have begun to understand, many times we approach 

something like this—and how many of these great learned people 

were saying last year, everything was going to crash.  They were 

giving dates and all because they are doing it from a human 

standpoint.  They don’t have the God factor in it.  They do not 

know where certain things are placed – what is before and what is 

after.  And so we know not one bomb can fall, if we are here, to 

destroy us and make God’s plan for His Bride incomplete.  We 

know certain things are going to happen after we leave.  Now they 

don’t know these things; so many times they are trying to bring 

things here and here by the human mind.   

A believer who has the opening of the Seven Seals; that cannot 

filter his thinking, that kind of understanding from men in the 

world.  That would muddle back up his thinking.  The opening of 

the Seven Seals came to separate man’s thoughts, man’s influence 

from God’s influence; came to bring us to know our age because 

remember Rome has prophecies.  Israel has their own prophecies.  

Russia has their own prophecies.   
So when you are trying to make certain... one prophecy come to 

pass, and that particular prophecy will have to come to pass with 

this other prophecy, there will be too much of guesswork.  

Guesswork cannot bring faith because faith is too positive.  Faith is 

too certain.  And faith must have Scripture because for there to be 

a Rome, it was spoken that there will be a Rome.  For there to be a 

Communist power to destroy the Roman system, there had to be a 

Communist power.  
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A historian might go back in Russian history and explain all the 

search, and how the tribe came from this tribe, and by the time we 

are finished just like the Armstrong people – Plain Truth. [Herbert 

W. Armstrong, founder of Worldwide Church of God –Ed.]  Armstrong – 

these people like Seventh Day Adventists and different ones who 

tried to interpret the prophecies.  When they got lost trying to find 

the ten tribes and they start to tell you who are the ten tribes and 

different things, you know it is amazing where people end up.  The 

key to the whole End-time is to see Elijah – A true Sign 

overlooked, God being misunderstood, the Presence of God 

unrecognized, the Voice of God in the last days.   
When you miss that – your signpost, you don’t know where you 

are at and you are not standing up in the angle to see the things you 

are supposed to be looking at from. All Jerusalem and Judea and 

Palestine, they are under Roman dominion.  They are governed by 

the Roman power.  Rome was the world power from Jesus’ birth 

when Caesar Augustus passed a tax on the whole world; the whole 

inhabited earth, and they were trying to incite revolt against the 

Roman power.  Barabbas was preaching revolution.  The Zealots 

and they were carrying out a guerrilla warfare campaign.  And 

while all of this was happening, the Messiah was growing up.  The 

healing revival went forth.  The discernment started; the opening 

of the Word; It began to open.  Everything was being vindicated 

with Supernatural, but the church world couldn’t see it.  And the 

power they are aligning themselves with, the Roman power, was 

the power who was going to destroy them.   

The people who said, “We have no king but Caesar,” were the 

people who Titus scattered in the nations; burnt their temple.  And 

the ministry that was overlooked, that they never recognized, was 

bringing the understanding of the Age from a different perspective.  

He said, “When you see Jerusalem compassed with armies.” [St. 

Luke 21:20 –Ed.] He said, “When you see this, not one stone will 

remain standing on this temple.”  [St. Luke 21:6 –Ed.]  He was 

prophesying war.  He was prophesying destruction upon a system 

that was there since fourteen hundred years from Moses; a city that 

in the time of Solomon all the kings of the earth brought their glory 

into it; a people that God had destroyed the Babylonian power to 

bring them back in the land.  And now Herod’s temple was far 
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greater, so magnificent, they were telling Jesus, “Look at it!  Look 

at it!”  He was seeing the world from a different perspective. 
So when the armies began to come, they said, “Everybody, get 

into the city.”  Titus surrounded the city.  Next thing, they were 

eating their shoes; eating grass.  It reached where they started to 

eat their own children because their thinking was not filtered 

because the thinkers were giving the economic situation, the 

political situation.  And Paul and they were hastening with the 

Word because they knew they had a window open for all the 

elected Jews who were in the diaspora, because Jesus told them, 

“Don’t go to the Gentiles.  Don’t go to the Samaritans.  Go to the 

house of Israel.”  

Because Jesus knew many of them were elected and they had to 

come in before the nation was destroyed.  It was like an extension 

of time though the nation, officially, when they rejected the 

Messiah and God rent the veil – but there were still Jewish names.  

Paul called it ‘the remnant according to the election of grace’, and 

he types it with Elijah who was there interceding for Israel who 

had rejected him, who didn’t recognize the Atonement and these 

things, and who turned the hearts of the children because only 

seven thousand came out; and Elijah was Christ.  And then Jehu 

was raised up to destroy them, the same way Titus was raised up to 

destroy them afterwards, too. 

So we are in a time like this and my approach to this is not so 

much to give you a date, but to give you a concept, to show you if 

we are dealing with wars, all wars are fought for resources, for 

trade and commerce, to accumulate more wealth, to take up 

strategic places of strategic importance in the earth with the 

intention of dominating a region.  They are not fighting wars for 

sport.  When you are fighting wars, like when they fought in 

Afghanistan and Iraq, those wars were about a million dollars a 

day – no, a hundred million dollars, a day. [US dollars –Ed.]  By the 

time they said they were finished in Iraq, in a couple years; it was a 

trillion dollars spent in the war.  The military budgets are the 

biggest budgets there are for peace and security.  Protect your 

borders.  Protect your country.  Make your citizens safe.  Protect 

your wealth.  This is what the objective behind these things is. 

To truly understand this, we must understand our Second Seal 

because the Second Seal is all war; all wars that were ever fought 
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on earth – regional war, domestic war, religious war, political war.  

In your Second Seal, we see so many wars being fought.  When we 

come to the end of the Book, we have the last Great War that will 

clean off the earth.  All those wars from Genesis are going to 

accumulate in this last war.  And every bit of information God 

gives you every time he mentions a war in the Bible, is to 

understand what is happening in the last days.   

Just like the Bride, to understand the last-day Bride, you have to 

go back to Genesis; find the first type of the Bride being taken out 

of Christ.  And every time you see something about the Bride 

appears, it’s unfolding that Mystery of the Bride.  Everything about 

Christ—when God’s son, His first son, Adam was standing there, 

the Bible says, “He was a figure of Him Who is to come,” until we 

come to the end and Christ and His Bride in His Kingdom is 

reigning over the earth; everything.  

So every Seal is like that.  From the time the Serpent said, “You 

shall not surely die,” religious deception started.  When we come 

to the end of the Bible, the whole world is deceived and you see 

how that deception takes place.  From the first time you see buying 

and selling in the Bible, economics and trade and these things—

Abraham weighed the money and paid the price  and you come all 

the way to the end of the Book, you see that black horse rider with 

a scale weighing.  This is the Book.   

Why we have the confusion; many people misunderstand.  They 

think the Seven Seals Book that we have, which we call The 

Revelation Of The Seven Seals, is the full revelation of the Seven 

Seals.  That was seven sermons preached in a week and all we got 

out of that basically was the explanation of each horse, what it 

meant.  He is explaining symbols.  He explained six symbols and 

the seventh one was silent; no symbol.   
And when he came to the Seventh Seal, he said it is not for 

now.  He said, “I am permitted not to speak on it.  What is to be 

made known to you will be sent to you.”  
This also was Scriptural.  Jesus says, “I have many things to tell 

you right now but you can’t bear them.”  [John 16:12 –Ed.]  Paul told 

the Corinthians, “I want to give you meat, but I have to give you 

milk.”  [1
st.

 Corinthians 3:2 –Ed.]  God told Daniel, “Don’t try to 

understand that; you can’t understand it.  Now is the wrong season 

for it; it’s for many days.” 
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These are principles in the Word.  What a lot of people found; 

that in reading the Message, they come to conclusions of their own 

of what they think the Prophet was saying, because they are not 

looking at him closely; how he is approaching the Word and how 

he is presenting the Word.  And that is why so many people fight 

with doctrines.  Yet he tells us these Seven Seals are the Book in 

its entirety, and these Seven Thunders are the revelations contained 

in the Seven Seals. 
Well let’s take the first Six Seals.  What are the revelations 

contained in the first Six Seals?  Everything under the Seal are 

things that happened in the lives of people.  Under the Fifth Seal: 

souls under the altar.  He identified those people, told us who they 

are, when they died.   
Under the Fourth Seal, Satan is gathering all his people.  Hell 

was following death.  He told us those Catholics, Protestants, the 

whole world is gathering under the head because he was the sower 

who sowed all these tares.  Under the Fourth Seal Satan is not 

gathering the Bride.  That’s another harvest.   

He says on the message Uniting Time [1963-0818 The Uniting Time 

And Sign –Ed.] he says, “Watch all this uniting.  Religions are 

uniting; politics is uniting; corporates, nations, economies are 

uniting.”  In this world of globalization, this uniting is being done 

by the Fourth Dimension because before the Fourth Dimension 

was discovered, the world was a big, big world.  You will take 

months to send a mail maybe by a steamer across the Pacific 

Ocean.   

Discovery of the telegraph, the telephone, television have 

brought things instantaneously.  Global communication, networks 

unite the planet together and they call it a global village, because 

you could see the same thing, have it in your language around the 

world.  With an electronic card – bank card, you can buy goods 

and services in any part of the world because they unite the 

markets; they unite the money system.  And financial scientists 

opened up a new avenue to shop without money as we used to 

have it in the old money system.  So we are conscious the whole 

world is united.   
The Pope could speak to 1.3 billion Catholics at one time and 

every Roman Catholic under him in the Vatican could hear him in 

whatever country they are in, in the world.  
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The Bride can speak straight to the world in the same way.  It’s 

not the people who are doing it; it is the dimension that is opened.  

Some are using it for entertainment, Some are using it for business, 

Some are using it for politics, Some are using it for religion.  The 

sower has a big field.  He can scatter that seed worldwide and 

bring up whatever kind of tree - science, education, technology, 

business, religion - whatever seed he is planting.  Are you catching 

my concept?  He could do so around the world instantaneously.  

This is the Age we are living in.  That is why it is easy to deceive 

the whole world.  

Now who controls the opening of the dimension, who can give 

bandwidth to people and not give bandwidth to people; they can do 

things in a way that you could not imagine.   
When they are fighting a war on the battlefield, they stand up in 

America like this, [Bro. Vin folds his arms –Ed.] whether they’re in the 

Pentagon, in the war room, and they are talking to all their generals 

and giving them a briefing what the objectives are in the war.  And 

they have a secure channel where everything is encrypted and they 

are instructing them as pertaining to the objectives and these 

things.  So when we are talking about war, we must have a concept 

of war because war started in Heaven, all the way until war will 

clean off the earth.   
This last century, from July 28

th
 1914, which was the beginning 

of World War I, to this present time, January the 18
th

, today, 2016, 

(that is about a hundred and maybe one year and some months) has 

been dominated by war.  We had World War 1, 1914 to 1918.  We 

had World War II, 1939-1945.   
This was not just war.  This was changing the world, because in 

the first war was poison gas, small planes, people with bayonet and 

rifle.  The second war, they dropped the atomic bomb on 

Hiroshima and Nagasaki and vaporized those cities and people.  

And now the kinds of weapons they have, the next war coming is 

not bayonet. When that next war comes, the world will go through 

another change.  She will come out ready for the Millennium.    
This civilization we see and we are walking around in, just like 

the one in the days of Noah passed, this one is fixing to pass.  This 

is what it means: the world is again falling apart.  He preached it 

about three, four times; World Is Falling Apart, World Is Again 

Falling Apart, but the consolation is inside of there – But we have 
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received a Kingdom; but we have received a Kingdom that shall 

not be removed.  I will shake all nations.  [Haggai 2:7 – Ed.]  This is 

what we are witnessing.  The whole world is shaking.  Some are 

having earthquakes, some are having floods, some are having fires, 

some are having political disturbance, some are having recession; 

every nation is shaking one way or the other.  Some are fighting 

Ebola; some are fighting other kinds of diseases.  

Like there were hundreds of thousands of refugees fleeing out 

of Syria and going through other countries.  And people are 

desensitized to those things because while that is going on, you 

have the play-offs for the new season – football, European Cup.  

You’re having the new blockbuster movies coming out.  You’re 

having the new iPhones and the different things and the technology 

and science.  So while people are dying left and right, countries are 

being destroyed; nobody is taking notice, the world is changing 

around them and who are the powers doing this. 
Like I was telling some of the brothers, I said, “Look at all of 

those hundreds of thousands of people; young children, widow 

mothers with their children, young girls, young boys.” I said, 

“Where do you think they’re going, most of them?”  They have no 

home.  They fled their country.  Countries are opening for 

refugees.  I said, “Do you know how many of them end up in 

human trafficking?”  

The media shows you fighting on the battlefront.  Soldiers out 

there are drugged to fight, to give them some courage, to shut out 

the fear.  Fighting there for months, wives and these things are in 

America, in the different countries; who is supplying that need?  

They don’t show you the shiploads of women going for the 

soldiers because they have to keep them motivated to fight.   

When you know history—in the old days you couldn’t hide it, 

so you used to see all the prostitutes and everything going with the 

battle.  But in the civilized world today, with the electronic media, 

they can show you one picture and put your mind seeing other 

things so you don’t think in those places.  And they have to keep 

that supply; that’s a supply.  

From the very beginning in Genesis when Lamech sang the 

song; the song was going together with polygamy and the 

invention of the sword, and it was a song glorifying violence.  That 

is the seed that when you get to Genesis 6 it says, “And violence 
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filled the whole earth.”  But God showed you the seed, and the 

kind of music, and we have the violent music today.   
A generation of soldiers raised up on video games, and now 

they have these high-tech weapons, infrared lens, and they have 

these fighter jets going over cities and dropping bombs and it’s 

like, “Yes!” And you will see a whole camp of people go up in a 

mushroom, because you’re too far to look in the people’s eyes that 

you’re killing.  They are a dot on a screen, and you only have to 

press a button and you have a laser-guided missile going straight to 

those people.  So you’re killing from a distance.  You’re not 

feeling anything.  It’s a skill: video game – zap, zap! Zap this one, 

zap that one; zap this one.  Their toys were all kinds of weapons; 

and all kinds of monster-looking people, who are fighting dragons, 

who are fighting, you know—and this was a diet to bring a new 

kind of soldiers for the kind of war.   

And that’s why now, you have to get a special pass to go on the 

battle zone.  And where you can’t go and are not permitted, the 

Minister of Information comes out and speaks to the press and 

gives them some news on the nation’s foreign policy, and their 

objectives; how they’re trying to bring democracy and bring 

stability to a volatile region.  So when they are finished now, they 

look like knights in shining armor for the generation who is raised 

up with comic books and movies; man with [Bro. Vin imitates someone 

blowing a trumpet –Ed.] and he blows the trumpet and you’re seeing 

the captain coming with the soldiers on the white horse.  And he’s 

coming to deliver the city that is burning, where there’s the captive 

maiden.   
So it’s all like a nice story and they don’t show you what they 

call ‘collateral damage’; It is the term they use for when people are 

destroyed in the war the things that are taking place while the 

people are kept blind, and how their minds are conditioned and 

they are given a formatted view of what they think the society is.   
That’s why we, as Ministers today who have been given the 

Seven Seals Mysteries, we must know what is happening.  This is 

one of the reasons the churches don’t have expectation for the 

Promise.  Because we are trying to preach to the people, “The 

Rapture is at hand.  The Rapture is at hand.”  And they’re in a 

world, like they don’t even have anything close to a threat to their 

life or tribulation or anything.   
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People under the Token in Moses’ time were seeing Egypt 

being destroyed, and plagues, and boils, and sickness, and disease.  

If Egypt had national TV for the people, they would have blocked 

all that news out and focus their attention on certain programs and 

they would’ve had men on talk shows laughing at Moses, and they 

would’ve said, “Look at this prophet coming with a stick against a 

nation like this.”  And they would have showed what Jannes and 

Jambres did, to make them look level like Moses.  And there will 

be no report saying that Pharaoh was begging Moses to remove the 

plague.  That wouldn’t be in the Egyptian News.  Today, with 

control of information, you could keep the people a certain way.  
When you lack that kind of perception in the Age we’re living 

in, you’re seeing a different world because you are a victim of the 

mind wars in the Mind Age.  You hear believers talk, “The greatest 

battle ever fought,” and while they open their mouth and they’re 

speaking, you know they already are a prisoner of war because 

they’re thinking how the society conformed them to think; that 

when you express views different to the authorities in the society, 

“Who are you to challenge the system?  What do you know about 

economics?  What do you know about geopolitics?  You didn’t 

even go to any university.”  

So they take yours with a grain of salt because they have a new 

shiny Times Magazine and a Newsweek Magazine, and they have 

iPads and these things that don’t tune in to God.  It tunes in to what 

BBC says, what CNN says, what this one says.  And when we 

understand the Word, they are the talebearers who are spewing out 

the lies and destabilizing the minds of the people.  They are the 

ones who with the colonial mentality are working for the system 

because we will think that because they report things here and 

there, that they’re against the system; Satan brings ninety-

nine percent truth. He will give you information that is useless; that 

they already moved a step ahead of that and fill you with that old 

information.   
Like the Pope said, “We really made a bad move when we 

killed all those Jews there.” And they chose the 

place by Auschwitz to make the statement.  And Benedict prayed 

in German and Hebrew and then they publicized that: “Pope 

confesses.”  And the media thinks, “Well, oh my” you know, 

“good relations now.”  You know.  This is shallow thinking.   
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How many times people did you things or you did people 

things, and something came up and he said, “Brother, I’m sorry.” 

But you know he said that because he got in a situation and the 

truth came out.  And you know that didn’t bring any peace; that is 

a religiously correct statement for the hearers around to think that 

his situation is resolved.  How much more nations who have big 

things at stake.  

So this century has been dominated by war.  (Where did I put 

down my glasses?  Where?  Oh, at the side here.  Thanks.)  So we 

have had two World Wars already.  After World War II was 

completed in 1945, 1950 to 1953, Bro. Branham was preaching in 

1951 during the time of the Korean War, now we’re getting to 

something here now.  
On a message called Angel Of The Lord in 1951 [0502 –Ed.] the 

Prophet said, Now, remember this. He said, Now, this is not the 

Lord speaking; this is your brother, Bro. Branham.  And the best of 

my knowledge… Now, just remember this and watch it 

close.  Because from 1950 to ’53 was the Korean War, and Korea 

was divided.  Still up to today we have North Korea and South 

Korea.  And the United States led a United Nations alliance, about 

twenty-something nations, and they took the side with South 

Korea.  And Russia and China and some others took the side with 

North Korea.   

So all this was going on, and the Prophet was preaching here in 

the midst of the war, and they were trying to bring a solution to 

end the war.  And no doubt, people seeing this war after World 

War II – because Russia was an ally with America in World War 

II.  They all came together to stop Hitler.  So while this was 

happening, Bro. Branham was hearing these people talking about 

“Maybe this could be Armageddon.”  Now catch this; because 

after World War II the world had gone into war now, and Russia 

and America are on opposite sides, just after they came together to 

defeat Hitler.   
And it’s the same way today.  People are seeing these wars are 

going on and the place is abuzz, “World War III, World War III, 

World War III, World War III!.”  And then the economists are 

saying, “So and so is going to happen.  This is going to happen. 

That is going to happen.”  And each pied piper has his followers 

coming behind him, until you start to appreciate the intellect of 
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men and their well-worked-out explanations and the educated 

guesses of educated men, and their thinking begins to get messed 

up.   
And when Bro. Branham was hearing things like that back 

there, he’s so polite he didn’t maybe want to disturb some of these 

ministers’ ideas.   
He said, We are in the end time.  He said, Watch geographically 

where your war is coming out.  Catch this.  He said, Watch 

geographically where your war is coming out. The war was in 

Korea.  He said, See?  Watch the Gog up there coming 

down, down in Turkey.  See?  He said, The battle could not be 

settled in Korea….   

In other words, he was pointing them to Ezekiel 39.  That is 

happening when Russia is coming down through Turkey there, 

going down into Israel.  But this war is going on in Korea and these 

religious men are trying to understand Daniel, trying to understand 

Revelation and Ezekiel with their theology.  And the Prophet with 

seventh grade education, he said, Watch geographically where 

your war is coming out.    

Right now the two superpowers are in the Middle East.  This 

first—when the brothers were here in 2013, when they were 

getting ready to go back, fire raised up in Ukraine.  And Russia 

moved in, took Crimea and these things because they saw the 

move NATO was making.  They knew what NATO did in Libya 

and they saw how they were coming into position to circle them, 

and the pressure the US was putting on Ukraine to leave Russia 

and come over in the West, so they could start to put troops in 

those places; control certain of the routes for trade and commerce.   
But it’s not one person playing the chess; it’s two.  So from 

Washington when the thinkers there were pushing the moves; 

in the Kremlin they were reading the play and started to push the 

moves too, because it’s the great chess board going on here and 

they know what their intentions are.  
As Mr. Putin said, he said, “Everything Washington touches 

turns into Iraq and Libya.”  And so he knows, “Look where they 

are coming; at my doorstep now.”  So he began to tell them -  

Ukraine and these people there that, “You all are owing money for 

oil and gas and winter is coming up; we’ll turn off the gas and the 

oil.  You don’t want to go through that.  Remember we have these 
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measures.”  And then he is telling Washington, “Remember we 

have nuclear weapons too, so don’t talk so threatening to us.”    
So it’s a game of heads.  When he moved in and took this – 

Crimea, then the only alternative the West had was the media, so 

they began to poison the minds of the people and spread lies to 

demonize Mr. Putin.  And then they brought down sanctions but 

this is happening in Ukraine because of the Ukraine situation.  But 

a war was going on in Syria, about a year before the Ukraine thing; 

because now it’s about four years that war is going on in Syria.   
And the table starts to turn and every move Washington made, 

Moscow blocked it, until admiration began to come for Mr. Putin.  

His stocks went up and he decided now to flex his muscles.  So 

when they wanted to move into Syria, and with certain plans that 

they had, he said, “You can’t do that.  You all can’t do that at all.”  

And he moves in and begins his bombing upon Al-Qaeda turned 

Islamic State.  And now we have the two superpowers get in there.   
Now you who know the prophecies, “I will gather all nations.  I 

will bring them there.”  Watch how these two—In Libya, in Iraq, 

Russia is not a player.  They are saying, “They are not a 

superpower.  They are weak.”  They put sanctions on them; and 

their whole plan was to ruin the Russian economy.   

Now this is power plays.  There are two wars going on here: an 

economic war, a diplomatic war.  And that is going to eventually 

escalate into a hot war in time and season.  And when he goes in 

there now, they begin to take up certain positions.  
Now it’s over forty years there is an alliance between Syria and 

Russia for the access to the Mediterranean Sea.  I’m going to 

explain some of that for you just now, because these things – It’s a 

reason why a war is going on.  War doesn’t go on just to test 

weapons, though they will have the opportunity to do this.  War 

costs big, big, big money that can carry an economy down badly.  

If in the end you don’t get spoils to recover your investment, then 

you have bad business.  That’s why Vietnam War, Korean War, all 

these wars that took place during that time they further weakened 

the economy of the United States.   

Now these wars many times are ambition of men because 

they’re seeing conquest.  Napoleon had ambition, great strategy, 

won a lot of battles.  Hitler came very close to taking the whole 

world.  He was more advanced to the US and Russia; the German 
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system was so unified.  His scientists were so much more advanced 

that the US benefited from the German scientists and Russia 

benefited from the German scientists.   
Now these are nations that have agendas.  That’s why they are 

the big toes.  They hold the balance of power.  Rome might have 

wealth.  You might need a man’s money, so you’ll play along with 

him, but you have weapons and soldiers.  You have armies that if 

your boss wants to give you trouble, you could make hell for your 

boss.  Your boss has the money; you hire out your gun.  You’re 

doing work for him.  That is the picture the Bible gives us.  God 

will put in the heart to burn the harlot with fire and eat her flesh.   
So that unity is not real, real unity; that is convenient unity.  

That’s why our unity can’t be convenient unity, because for us to 

survive as the Bride in this hour, we need one another.  

Somebody’s intercession might be needed to help you, because if 

God is anointing somebody for intercession—Elijah interceded, 

prayed earnestly and God brought the rain back.   

And all the people – What happen; didn’t the people have 

people who could have prayed?  But God was working with this 

man’s intercession.  Was Ezra the only man who could have 

prayed back there?  Was Nehemiah the only man who could have 

prayed?  Was Daniel the only man who could have prayed?  What 

– didn’t the people know how to pray?  But God was working with 

these men and the results of their intercessions are recorded in the 

Bible.   
You see, people get away from these things today and that’s 

why the Church can’t make any real positive move forward.  There 

are things God might deal with you on an individual level, but God 

will not deal with you on a group level or a national level.  When 

you lose sight of these things; ambition can blind and the program 

of God can be disrupted, because God has all these different 

avenues and ways of doing things.   
So he said: Watch geographically where your war is coming 

out....The battles could not be settled in Korea but over there in 

Palestine.  We’re near.   

 When I read this, this struck me because immediately I began 

to see the Scriptures in the Bible.  Judgment follows the Light.  A 

Seal opens, a Mystery unfolds; a man catches the Mystery, sounds 
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it forth; that’s Light, because until that Mystery is revealed, 

everybody is in the dark.   
The Light came in regions.  The Light came from east to west.  

When Jerusalem had Light, Asia Minor had no Light.  Paul and 

they went out with the Word into those regions and started to shine 

the Light.  Until Jesus came, they were in darkness.  Then the 

Light sprang up in Naphtali of the Gentiles and they that sat in 

darkness started to see great Light.  Because He was opening a 

Word now in the land, because for four hundred years everything 

became Rabbi and synagogue and Sadducee and Pharisee and 

everything.  Nobody is catching the Word.   
When John comes, John starts to catch the Word.  This man 

starts to identify himself in the Bible, “I am the voice of one…”  

[St. John 1:23–Ed.]  This man’s birth had angel and prophecy.  This 

man is anointed and commissioned, “The One you see the Dove 

coming on; He will be the Word.  He will come to you.  He 

wouldn’t go to the priest.  He will come to you.”  So when Jesus 

comes, Jesus knows He had to go to John.  Jesus is not going in the 

temple.  He is not going—as a little boy, He is around them 

talking.  It was convenient, He was at the feast, but when the 

ministry starts, He goes to the prophet and the prophet announces 

and identifies He’s here.   Then when John was put in prison, the 

Bible says, Jesus moved to a geographic location, because the 

prophecy said, “The Light will spring up here.”  And He had to be 

geographically placed for the prophecy.  [Matthew 4:12-17 –Ed.]   
Like I was showing, why didn’t the anointing come on Bro. 

Branham in Colorado for the earthquake?  It came for the storm, 

but it comes on Los Angeles for the earthquake.  Why?  Because 

the earthquake that is going to change the world is specified in 

prophecy.  It must come in the continuity of the Bible.  Why does 

the Bible put an earthquake in Jerusalem after Moses and Elijah 

die; one-tenth part of the city falling?  Why does the Bible put an 

earthquake and the cleaving of Mount of Olives?  So that when 

those earthquakes will take place in these places, we’ll know what 

prophecy is coming to pass; we’ll know what time it is.   

There is a general thing: ‘earthquake in divers places’, but then 

there are special earthquakes that have to do with change of 

dispensation.  And the Sixth Seal opened with a great earthquake.  

These things are placed.  He said, “Watch the geography of the 
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wars.”  And I’m showing you also with the earthquakes because all 

of these things are fixed to the prophecy.  “Judgment striking West 

Coast.  Throw the rock up.”  Alaska almost sunk.  He said, “It’s 

coming down.  The monster flipped its tail.”   

Then he goes to Los Angeles.  He said, “I was unconscious it 

went out.”  Look at Jesus, when He is putting judgment for 

rejection of the Message, He goes up the coast: Tyre, Sidon, 

Capernaum, because that is in continuity of the Bible, when the 

Son of Man was in the time of Abraham.  And God comes back on 

the coast again, West Coast, when it is on the Prophet.   

The reason this is important for us, is knowing geographically 

the wars that are happening.  The reason this war must be looked 

into, it is bringing the two superpowers into a certain place where 

they call it a new Cold War.  They have moved into a new alliance 

– Russia and China and Brazil and India and these nations; and 

they’re forming their own economic base and all these things. 

Because the cataclysmic changes behind the present events, it is 

breaking fellowship and they’re going back to their own bases 

because they know, “They put sanctions on us.  They try to 

demonize the leader.  They’re planning to come in and encircle us 

because they want to take this nation.”   

And all of this is happening while they are trying to display the 

greatest of diplomacy at the same time.  But everybody is getting 

their weapons in place and forming their alliances, one with the 

other because this is going to come to a nuclear war.  This will not 

have too many planes flying around.  This is birth pains.  This is 

birth pains to bring a new civilization.  The earth is to be burnt 

after this Elijah.   
When the other two witnesses come, watch what is going to 

happen.  Nature—most of the judgments by the Spoken Word: 

“Three and a half years, no rain”—Moses and Elijah.  This is to 

destroy national economies.  “Turn the water into blood”—this is 

going to do the exact same thing it did back there in the First 

Exodus.  All these nations with their big nuclear things are 

controlling the media, but they will not be able to stop these two 

prophets until they preach their three and a half years.  For three 

and a half years, nobody could touch them because all of Heaven is 

behind them.   
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And when three and a half years are finished, then they are 

permitted to kill them; it’s given to them.  Just like Jesus, they 

couldn’t touch Him.  They tried to throw Him over the cliff, He 

went right through them.  They came to arrest Him; He raised His 

hands, all the soldiers fell back.  He said, “Put back your sword,” 

and He went, led dumb before His shearers; opened not His mouth.   
When these men come on the scene, they will unleash Power by 

the Spoken Word that the world has not seen because there is no—

outside of Elijah, what Moses did back there, we don’t see that 

anytime until it is going to come back here.  But this is going to 

bring the kingdom that is being fought for right now, into such ruin 

and depletion.   

Let me give you some Bible examples quickly.   

Daniel was reading Jeremiah’s writings and he began to 

understand the time and the season for the restoration of his 

people.  During that time Gabriel is coming down (Juri was 

praying that this morning) to give skill and understanding to 

understand what was happening. [Deacon Jurijus Zakis –Ed.] Daniel 

was seeing the rise of Cyrus and Daniel knew this man is spoken 

of in the Bible.  Could we look and see this in the earth?   There 

are men on the earth today, who can look and see.  They’re seeing 

Cyrus coming, forging an alliance with Darius, Medes and 

Persians, and they’re positioning themselves with their armies 

towards Babylon.  And people say, “Do you think they could 

tackle Babylon?  Do you think they are strong enough for 

Babylon?”  But God had already said, seventy years before, “I will 

give Nebuchadnezzar so much and then I’ll take it away.”  And the 

ones he fed on, he will be fed to them because it is God Who puts 

up kings and takes down kings.  This is the Book of Daniel.  God 

brings up economy and takes it down.  It is not what economists 

say.  It was in the time of Elisha, he said, “By tomorrow,” he said, 

“everybody is eating inside of here; full.”   The Minister of the 

Economy laughed at them.  “What kind of crazy thing are you 

talking?  Doves’ dung is eighty shekels; an ass’s head is about two 

hundred or three hundred shekels.  Right now, with the kind of 

inflation we have, how is this coming tomorrow?”  It’s God Who 

has control over this.    

When they said, “a measure of wheat for a penny, a measure of 

barley…”; where did the Voice speak from?  From the Throne, and 
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said what?  “Hurt not the oil and wine.  Touch this, touch this but 

don’t touch this.”  Economists in the world don’t see this; they 

don’t know this Realm.  What happens in this realm is ordered 

from the Other Realm. 

Wars don’t happen in this realm.  It’s ordered from the Other 

Realm.  Everything comes from the Next Realm.  That’s why the 

Prophet, before it even had a war, he said, “Watch Fascism, 

Nazism and Communism.  It will end up in Communism.”  He 

said, “Mussolini will die a shameful death.  Hitler will come to a 

mysterious end.”  Exactly what he said happened.  You know 

people could dismiss that like nonsense talk.  He said, “Mussolini, 

he will go and invade Ethiopia.”  He said, “That woman will rise 

up in this country; will lead this country to its destruction.”  Do 

you think scientists can come together to avoid that?  
 This is why we have to plan, live, and move conscious of the 

Word.  But when we don’t know those words and we’re not in 

touch with that God, we will be thinking, “Well this man said this; 

and this man said this; and the government came up with a new 

plan.  Then this one gives a bailout plan.”  But Isaiah said to 

Hezekiah, he said, “That king of Babylon is coming here and all 

your sons and them, and all this gold here is going down there.”  

So when Daniel comes now...   
Then Jeremiah comes afterwards and he is watching 

Nebuchadnezzar rising.  He said, “Oh my God!  He is coming 

here!”  He said, “The lion has left the thicket!”  He told the people;  

he said, “Repent, repent!”  Read the Bible.  Hananiah and they 

stood up and refuted what he said.  They put him under house 

arrest for speaking against his nation.  “You have too much of 

influence.  You’re going to cause trouble in the country talking too 

many seditious things.”  They put him in a prison; house arrest.  

But he already told them, he said, “They’re coming here and 

they’re taking this nation.”   
Ezekiel and they are listening to their prophet.  Later on Ezekiel 

will eat the Book.  Later on Daniel will get Angelic visitation.  I do 

not know how you all see the Message and what concept people 

have of the Bride today.  But when you know the Scripture, when 

you know the history is repeating itself—when John ate the Book, 

he saw visions.  That’s right.  He doesn’t know what it means 
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because he is in a shadow realm.  He is seeing things in symbol 

form because he is not living in the Day of the reality form.   
Then when the time comes, between the Gentile Prophet and the 

Jewish prophets, it will have the real John, the people that John 

represents, a Bride; and She will eat the Book.  And when She eats 

the Book, the things in the Book that are in symbol will be 

happening; because She is not eating the Book in symbol, She is 

eating the Word.  That’s right.  This is the thing.   
Ezekiel ate the Book.  It is in the Old Testament and New 

Testament.  When Ezekiel ate the Book, he knew intercession is 

coming to an end.  He knew the Sealing Angel is going through the 

city.  He understands the war.  He also in the war is taken captive.  

Daniel was taken captive.  They down into Babylon, captive.  They 

could put the body under arrest, but the vision and the revelation 

that God gave them, and the anointing, and the prophecy; they 

couldn’t take that out of them.  This is the reality.  That’s why Paul 

sat down in prison and wrote Ephesians, Colossians, Hebrews, all 

these great things, in prison.  This is the reality.   

You see, something is happening that there is no awareness.  If 

you can’t understand the First Seal and the Second Seal, will you 

understand the Seventh?  If you don’t understand the Third Seal, 

will you understand the Seventh?  The Book is opened under the 

Seventh.  They didn’t eat a closed Book; they ate an open Book  

that’s why they could prophesy.  If you eat a closed Book, what are 

you going and prophesy?  Your understanding is not opened.  But 

if you eat an open Book, it is revealed, it is opened; it’s no longer 

sealed.   
What did the Voice say?  “Seal not up these sayings.”  Why?  It 

is sounded by the Seventh Angel.  Do not seal it up.  Do not 

suppress it - proclaim it.  The Seven Seals Mysteries is what?  

Given to the undenominational Bride to finish the great 

commission; finish the great commission.  I’m going to close, just 

finish this little thought here and close.   
Daniel first was reading the prophecy of Jeremiah.  What is the 

prophecy?  Restoration.  That is concerning us who are in bondage.  

We’re going back to the land of our fathers.  We’re going back and 

open up those earthen vessels and take out the deeds and enjoy the 

inheritances that were given to our fathers because we will be back 

in the land of our fathers.   
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Where are we today?  Which land are we in?  Are we in the 

land of our fathers?  Is the Deed brought out; the Title Deed?  Do 

we know what our fathers lived in and what our fathers enjoyed?  

Healing, resurrections, fillings, re-fillings, dreams, visions, 

translation.  Are we in that land?  Did Jordan open and we came 

back in that land?  Did we come out of Egypt and into Canaan?  

Are we in the land?  And when they came in Canaan, just like here, 

they took the Deed out because Caleb went right back where 

Abraham was.  He got Hebron where the Angels came, where 

Sarah was buried for resurrection, where the mystery was opened 

to Abraham to give him faith to be changed.   
Caleb represents the believer today.  Did we get a portion where 

we do not know if we’re going to be changed?  What did God 

reveal to Branham?  “Shall I hide from Branham what I’m about to 

do?  Shall I hide from Abraham what I’m about to do?”  Caleb got 

back that portion.  Hebron is in Mamre.  Machpelah was in 

Mamre; where Abraham and Sarah were buried, where Isaac and 

Rebekah were buried, where Jacob and Leah were buried, where 

Job was buried.   Caleb wanted that place.  It’s given back to us.  

The portion of the Word we got, it’s not just the historical things – 

water baptism.  No, no.  The portion of the Word we got, we know 

where we came from.  We know who we are.  We’re coming into 

Rapturing faith.  We know our position.  We know our rights.  We 

know our privileges.  We know our anointing.  We know our 

assignment.  We know we have the continuity.  We got that portion 

where we are knowing as we were known.   

Daniel saw the war coming that Daniel knew, they’re not just 

going back in the land.  He knew this war is bringing in a new 

kingdom.  He knew geographically where the war was coming.  He 

knew that was the war.  It was the time – seventy years; Babylon 

was going to fall.  He knew after the head of gold, is the arms and 

chest of silver, a dual nation, Medes and Persians; and he saw 

Cyrus coming and the man is in the Bible.  Isaiah identified that 

that man was coming to take this nation.  And Daniel, with the 

Angel coming down at evening time, opened up the Mystery all the 

way to the consummation, giving him skill and understanding; he 

could see his promise and he could see the war.  That is how the 

Gentile Dispensation came in, that is how it is going out – 

beginning and ending of the Gentile Dispensation.   
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Look at Jesus.  Didn’t Jesus see the same?  Jesus knew what 

was coming.  Jesus told them, “When Jerusalem will be compassed 

with armies,” He said, “this temple...”  There was only one temple 

in Jerusalem.  He said, “This one, not a stone will remain 

standing.”  He described,  he said, “They are going to dig a hedge 

around you and keep you in from all sides.”   
And Paul and they, they understood the war coming to 

Jerusalem.  In other words, they knew geographically where the 

war was coming.  The Bible describes where the Third War is 

coming, geographically.  The Bible describes the earthquake that 

brings dispensational changes, where it is coming.   
All these nations, every one of them, they have their own 

prophecy.  Rome has its prophecy.  Rome is not trying to fulfill 

Russia’s prophecy.  Rome is trying to defend itself in case the 

Bible’s prophecy about Russia is true.  They put up missile shields.  

Rome knows Russia is in the Bible and Rome knows itself in the 

Bible.  That is right.   

Then what about us?  This is what we know.  This is what we 

know about ourselves.  Rome knows America is in the Bible.  Bro. 

Branham wasn’t the first one that brought that revelation on 

America, you know.  Seventh Day Adventists and all of them 

already taught that early.   
You see, this is where people got mixed up.  They say, “Bro. 

Branham didn’t have any revelation.  He took what Larkin said, he 

took what Smith said, he took what Scofield said and he 

plagiarized.”  He himself said, “This Seventh Angel, he has no 

certain mystery.  He is coming to tie what the reformers left loose-

ended.”  When that thing is finished, when all this [Bro. Vin points to 

the other stages on the Stature of A Perfect Man Chart  –Ed.] is finished, his 

message is up here [Bro. Vin points to Love on the Stature of a Perfect Man. 

–Ed.]; when Christ is coming down, and the opening of the Seven 

Seals and a vision that goes towards Arizona; and the Thunders are 

going to come forth and the Book of Life will be opened; and the 

Bride will begin to know where her mystery is in the Book.   
These things were going to come out for an End-time people to 

make her that Super Race and that Super Church.  And by and 

through Her the work will be finished.  Not he is coming back to 

finish the work; by and through Her the work will be finished.  She 

under Her messenger will be the Final Voice.  And when this 
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Church comes to perfection, then the Resurrection comes.  She will 

preach to the lost and do those things after the doors are closed.   
And when the Resurrection comes, they will appear to the Elect, 

not to everybody.  And then you’ll have a few people missing and 

the world goes on as normal.  And people will find themselves in 

the tribulation period and say, “Wasn’t there supposed to be a 

Rapture?” and it has already happened.  He said, They wouldn’t 

know.  
Tomorrow I want to show you something, to get more into why 

the wars are fought.  You see the layman, when he reads the Bible, 

it says, “Rome will rule the world and the kings of the earth will 

give their power to Rome.”  They think it’s like that: the kings of 

the earth will come and say, “Okay, we give our power to you and 

you will rule the world.”  No, it’s not so.  It doesn’t happen like 

that at all because each one has his objective.  The alliances they 

have are not ideology; it’s money, it’s economics, it’s different 

things.   

Each one is playing on each one’s convenience, like how they 

say, “We are doing this for peace, world peace.  We can make you 

a partner.  You all can provide security; make the world safe.  We 

will bless you when you go to fight the Arabs.  Be a shield for the 

Christians.  Use your knowledge in science and technology to 

bring prosperity, create more jobs.”  And they talk like that.  “And 

these Arabs have all the oil there,  you know, they could strangle 

the Western world.   And the Muslims, the enemy of God.”  
They have their agendas.  They are not really in an agreement as 

such.  That agreement is treaties: “Okay, we agree that we will 

have peace-keeping forces.  We will have a military exercise.  We 

agree we will fight terrorism.  We agree we will not let some of 

these people seeking nuclear weapons—we already have enough 

trouble in the world so the five or six of us, we are the nuclear 

club.  We don’t want any more members in this club.”  This is the 

kind of agreements they have, but each one is pursuing his agenda.   
It was envisioned long ago, that the person who controls Eurasia 

will rule the world.  This is the plan: to control a certain area of 

territory where you have resources, control of trade and commerce; 

you’re protected by oceans and desert and mountains, and you’re 

in the most strategic place to rule the rest of the world.  Men 

envisioned this.   
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Just as we look to the prophets in the Bible to understand the 

concept and the plan of redemption for the world—the first man 

that had world domination was Nimrod.  The next man that had 

world domination was Nebuchadnezzar.  The next man that had 

world domination after Nebuchadnezzar was Cyrus.  The next man 

had it after him was Alexander the Great.  The next man had it 

after him was Caesar Augustus.  These men, to become an empire 

and rule the world – there are only four kingdoms, four empires – 

these men were able to conceptualize what it would take to rule the 

world.   

Saladin, one of the Muslim Turks, tried.  Then there was 

Napoleon, there was Hitler.  All these men had the same vision.  

But to show you it is to whom it is given, God said “Only four” 

and so they couldn’t come into it; though Hitler, if he had to go 

with his armies to fight the Roman armies in the days of Rome, he 

was more powerful than they.  Though Napoleon might have been 

a greater general than somebody else, but it is not given to him.   

Only two men in the world, they said, To end the Cold War, 

Gorbachev and John Paul II, were the only two men who could 

have seen beyond an international world, with two superpowers 

that divided the world into two and both had nuclear weapons 

pointing out at each other.  But they said the world would not go 

for Gorbachev because he was Communist; they don’t believe in 

God.  So John Paul stepped to the forefront and he was the first 

Pope that went around the world.  He stood up and spoke against 

Washington and stood up and spoke against Russia and spoke 

against Israel.  And he was elevated to such a status.   
And the world moved into globalization.  And it has to come to 

globalization to fulfill the prophecies.  All the kings give their 

strength and power to the Beast – oneworld government.  You 

cannot buy or sell except you have the mark of the Beast – 

oneworld economy.  And if you don’t bow to the Beast and 

worship him you will be killed – oneworld religion.   
So all of this is here already.  All of this is here already.  But 

there is a prophecy that says, “And the kings of the east...”  Rome 

has drunken the kings of the earth, but the river Euphrates is to be 

dried up to make a way for the kings of the east.  This is another 

Alliance and that’s what happening with China and Russia and 
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them, the kings of the east, Revelation 16:12.  And this is what we 

are seeing materializing in the earth.  
 And through these last months here, after the thing in Crimea, 

Russia and China signed this four hundred billion dollar thing with 

the oil.  They began to take their money off of the US dollar.  They 

began to form a new alliance because from the Olympics in 2008 

was the beginning of the ascension of China.  Five thousand years 

of history, and all the kings of the earth sat down there and were 

overawed; and China went into space.   
What the media is not showing you is that the war is for control 

of the oil back there – the oil wars, with Saudi Arabia and the 

United States coming together in a collusion to destroy the Russian 

economy.  But all these troops that are moving in from since 1990: 

Gulf War I, Gulf War II, war against Iraq, war against Libya.  

Then they went into Cyber war with Egypt, Tunisia and all these 

North African countries there.  They got the Cyber war.  Libya got 

the hot war.  They are carving out and circling certain territories 

that once existed within the Roman Empire.  This is taking back 

ancient boundaries. 

This is what the Bride is doing.  All that our fathers had, all the 

landmarks that were removed, all the things that the Church lived 

in poverty; all what Moses and Elijah and they had – that Spoken 

Word; when it came back in Bro. Branham, it was God giving 

these things back because the Title Deed has come down and we 

see what was given to us.   
And that’s why the Church in this hour, we who say we are in 

the Message have to consciously understand these things that we 

can claim for the things and we can fight for the things; and the 

soldiers can understand and be patriotic to the cause.  And when 

we go into war in prayer to pull down the strongholds – wisdom 

versus faith – to drive out that worldly wisdom, to drive that fear 

out that is paralyzing the Church, that indecisiveness; that 

wondering, and that faith can come back through the awakening.  

Seven Thunders is bringing this faith to show to us in the Book, all 

the landmarks.   

These are the wars that David fought.  David finished up the 

wars of Joshua, the Judges came along piece by piece and 

everyone backslid, backslid, but David finished out the wars and 

had everything to build the temple.  And Solomon built the temple 
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and the Golden Age of peace and no war came in, because David 

was controlling and David built an empire.  And I’ll show you the 

wars; how he fought the wars.  Because the same war that Nimrod 

fought and Nebuchadnezzar fought for Babylon to rule the world, 

are the wars that Rome is fighting because they are the anti-type.  

And they are fighting these wars to become the world power again; 

mystery Babylon.   

And the wars that David and they fought, and Joshua and they, 

Israel is fighting those same wars in the same land, against the 

same kinds of powers; because they know their inheritance and 

their boundaries because it is in the Scripture, and they’re only 

enjoying a little piece of that land right now.  Because when 

Naomi comes back in the homeland, the land was tied up with 

mortgage and different things.  It took Boaz coming down to buy 

and free up everything and then came back in and lived with Ruth 

and Naomi in the land; all the boundaries.   
Because it is the unchanging God Who was with Joshua, 

showing them how to fight the war.  And what they did naturally is 

what we’re doing spiritually, we who came in.  We’re fighting 

Amalek, the flesh here.  That’s right.  We’re fighting organization, 

Jericho and all these big things who had Rahab shut up inside, and 

taking them out, bringing them into Bethlehem.  This is what is 

happening.  There is nothing new under the sun.   

So, we’ll put two in one.  We have lunch there, then we digest; 

we go for some recreation.  Too much study could be a weariness 

of the flesh.  You all are invited to come if you want to come 

because the sea is for everybody.  Nobody owns the sea here.  So 

we’ll get up there.  
 Tomorrow I want to show you, when Cain went out to the land 

of Nod, it was to change the world through three revolutions; and 

how through Lamech, the Industrial Age brought the weapons; and 

when they reached to the place where they were building the 

pyramids and sending people in outer space and had atomic power, 

how it brought the end of the civilization, because Cain had a 

concept. Cain and Lamech were anointed to bring a new 

civilization, a science civilization; that God had to turn the earth 

back to the pre-industrial state.   

Everything is in condensed form there.  But the Bible shows 

you they had to...  Cain had so much knowledge, he knew where to 
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build the cities.  He knew where to find the resources because that 

was the seed of the new civilization.  Then Nimrod continued the 

same thing and conquered the world the same way.  He united 

them by religion.  He united them in war.  He brought the whole 

world under the control of Babylon.  You see, that is it in a germ 

form.   
How do you know where brass is?  When you get the brass or 

you find where the resource is, that is just location.  Your science 

and technology have to develop equipment to extract it from the 

earth.  You have to have a knowledge of how to utilize raw 

material now into industry, to put up a city and transportation 

system and all these different things.   

Then when Nimrod started to fight wars, he had to know, “What 

will that war give me?  Will it make me weaker or stronger?”  He 

must have routes and modes of transportation.  When you find the 

resource, you need to have a route.  If you find it in the mountains 

and it is in the Arctic, 80 below zero [degrees –Ed.] how are you 

going to get it out?  What road are you going by?  And you need it 

to build your city two thousand miles from your location where the 

resource is; how are you getting it there?   
You see, then you understand why America will cross the 

Atlantic Ocean, go in there, carry all kinds of vehicles to fight 

amphibious War – carry planes, carry submarine, carry tanks, and 

land all of this to fight a war in a next country, in land, sea and air.  

Just to transport that alone will destroy Trinidad’s economy.  But 

when they take these nations and they tell you: “This has eight 

hundred billion gallons of oil in the ground here.  In here, there are 

so many cubic meters, a trillion cubic meters of natural gas here,” 

and they take control of this.  This is that the predator will maintain 

his position at the top of the food chain.   
This is why these things, to understand what is happening in the 

world, if you don’t have an insight...  It’s the same way we say, 

“We are in the Message.  We are the Bride.  We are going in the 

Rapture.  The Bride has the gene of God!”  What it is going to take 

to develop that gene of God into this, so a man could speak into 

existence?  What do you have to say to bring that gene up?  And 

what did God plan for this man to go through to get this character?     

This is why we see churches; we have all the jargon, we have all 
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the terminology of the Message, but when we come to concept, we 

can’t conceptualize what we are dealing with.   
A scientist finds gold and diamond in the ground.  He knows 

how to extract it.  He knows how to make wealth out of it and 

empower himself.  We know there are things in this earth God put 

inside of here – resource. [Bro. Vin points to himself, the flesh –Ed.]  

We’re bringing up a little singing.  We bring up a little prayer.  We 

bring up a little respects.  Where are we carrying it?  We are trying 

to develop this into a sin-free church.  It’s not just like, you know, 

‘Bro. Branham says’; it’s a concept.   

This brother has faith, but he has fear too.  He has domestic 

problems.  He needs some wisdom.  He needs to get a little more 

dedicated so this faith that he has can come out and then that 

prayer of faith will deliver some of the sick among us.  This one 

could sing; but they have a gift, they have no ministry.  They have 

no anointing.  They have no revelation.  They don’t know which 

song to sing.  They don’t know their season but they have a voice.  

How do we to get this one to develop that potential?  The resource 

is in us, but what are we going to do with it?  How to utilize it, 

how to use it to become a powerful church, to abide in our calling; 

this is what we need.  So by God’s grace, let’s just bow our hearts 

for a word of prayer. 
Gracious Father, we make our plans.  They wanted to take a 

little piece but we just feel that things of this nature, we are still a 

long way to understand, and even to try to bring it out that we can 

know what we are talking about; what is happening around us, 

Lord.  What a faith Daniel had when he saw Cyrus rising.  He 

knew that Babylonian power was about to fall.  He had seen how 

Isaiah’s prophecy came to pass and caused them to be carried away 

captive into Babylon.  Now he was seeing how Jeremiah’s 

prophecy was coming to pass with the people being restored to 

their country to rebuild the temple.  When he saw Cyrus coming 

towards Babylon, no wonder dear God, he went into such prayer 

and they were able to get the people ready.   
We think of how You, Lord, knowing the war was coming 

straight to Jerusalem; the Jewish system was going to be 

annihilated; they will be away for almost two thousand years,  

scattered in the nations of the world, not to come back until this 
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last generation.  And now they are back and war is gathering all 

around them – a very volatile region.   
But Lord, we are praying, that even as we look and we know a 

Squeeze is developing, and we can see the nations taking up their 

positions; we can see Lord, the economy shaking around us, 

whether we live in Trinidad or we live, Lord, in Eastern Europe, 

we are being affected the same because the world is so 

interconnected.  The tremors run along the fault lines and we all 

who live on those lines, we feel the shaking.  We feel the effects of 

it, Lord, the economic earthquake, the economic tremors.   

Lord, may faith rise in this hour.  May the mind of Christ begin 

to come down, where through the opening up of the mysteries of 

Your Word, these Divinely revealed Mystery Truths in the First 

Seal, in the Second Seal, in the Third Seal, in the Fourth Seal, in 

the Fifth Seal, in the Sixth Seal; all these things around us that 

affect us: our jobs, our families, our nations, our economy, our 

opportunities; people who labor, put their money in banks for 

security could get up in the morning and the banks just take it 

because the economy is being shattered.  The money devalues and 

all those years of saving and laboring and sacrificing come to 

nothing.  This is the hour we have come to.  How we need faith, 

the substance; that reality, Lord, the Title Deed of the things hoped 

for.  May You give it to us.   

And may as we try to take a deeper look to get away from that 

superficial level of things and to see the real need of this hour is to 

see the Church come in condition to escape these things that are 

coming upon the face of the earth, for it’s at the door.  Sodom was 

fixing to be burned.  Abraham and Sarah were fixing to be changed 

because the Son of Man, the Supreme Judge, had come down and 

You said, “I will return according to the time of life.”   
Keep us in the channel, Lord.  Keep us close to You where we 

can hear that still small voice speaking to the inner man, giving us 

Divine leadership, bringing us to deeper conviction, raising us up 

to a greater level of awareness so our faith could become more 

focused; that Lord, You can work effectively through us.  We 

could be instruments in Your hand.  The Body could truly be 

strengthened when this substance faith, this virtue, this Power of 

God, is resident in us; when the strong could bear the infirmity of 
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the weak, where we could strengthen one another and edify each 

other.   
Make these things so real, Father, that we could be walking in 

an overcoming life, prevailing power in our lives, the power of 

Divine revelation, because dark days are right at the door.  It is 

going to get darker but that’s when the Light would shine brightest.  

That’s when You will turn the Light on in such a way and give 

such a display of these prophesied promises; ‘a quick short work,’ 

Father, You said, ‘that will shake the nations.’ 
May You help each one, Father.  And take these things Lord, as 

we look at it and have a deeper view into in, Lord, because this is 

what Your Word has opened to us in this Day.  This is why there is 

a Rapture to escape these things.   
Bless the remaining part of the evening.  Give us a good lunch.  

May You bless all that have been prepared and may as we partake 

of it, we keep the Word in meditation.  And then when we leave to 

go up by the sea, Lord, in a more relaxed atmosphere; a little 

recreation, a little time of refreshing, how we all need it, Father.  

May You give us peace and safety and may You make it enjoyable 

for us and for our brothers who have come, Lord; that certainly it 

can be a blessing to them, knowing the kind of temperatures they 

left back in their homeland and to have the opportunity to enjoy the 

nature here.  May You grant it, Lord.   

Keep us in fellowship in Your Presence and may You draw us 

closer to You.  We ask it for Your glory, in the Name of Jesus 

Christ.  Amen.   

Praise His wonderful Name.  So we are dismissed for lunch.  

And after, some of the brothers, even the sisters, you think you 

want to go up; you have your own transport I am sure.  We could 

with help that because we have transport for the brothers.  But we 

just change the location; make it more relaxed for each and every 

one.  God bless you for your time.   
Tomorrow, we trust that we can get a better starting time.  I 

know they had to move all the equipment and get things fixed up.  

We want to utilize this time.   

God bless you. 


